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Connecting Commerce to Content
changing the way consumers 
buy and advertisers sell
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GSG is the largest Commerce Content platform outside the U.S. 
funneling a purchase every 1.2 seconds*

GMV
For the leading advertisers around the globe. 
Delivering results at scale for our partners.

*estimates for 2019

Purchases
Are funneled through GSG’s Commerce 

Solutions.
*estimates for 2019

Markets
Including the most developed and exciting 
digital commerce markets - are served by 

GSG’s eight teams in Europe, the Americas, 
Asia and Oceania.

Leading Advertisers
Utilize the Commerce Content Solutions of 

GSG in the various markets in which the 
platforms is present.

26.5M 20+ 8out of 10~1.5 B€
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GSG’s exclusive network of the world’s leading publishers provides 
advertisers the trust and the reach needed for successful 
Commerce Content Campaigns

GSG’s global publisher network consist of 100+ digital assets

GSG’s Commerce Content Solutions allow advertisers to reach high-intent audiences 
efficiently with inspiration and information within a targeted, brand-friendly environment

Native integrations and campaign elements are always tailored made. 

Selected Publisher partners of GSG
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Dynamic Coupons - take 
control of who, when and 
where to display coupons

Personalized targeted coupons

63%
Conversion Increase

109%
Total Order Value Increase AOV Increase

Be smart about your couponing strategy! Pursue up-selling, cross-selling, 
new customer acquisition and/or a cart abandonment strategy. 

Personalised, targeted coupons are good for shoppers and good for 
advertisers. Dynamic.Coupons drive more conversions, improved AOV and 
higher revenues. 

Define your campaign objectives, implement the customized snippet, 
decide on coupon scenarios and set live your Dynamic.Coupons. 

83%

15%OFF if 
basket value is 

<50€

20%OFF if 
basket value is 

>=50€ and <79€

30%OFF if basket 
value is 

>=79€ and <110€
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With GSG Rewards you can incentivise customers to finalise a purchase in exchange for a 
gift-card. Securing a secondary purchase.

Rewards
Incentivise your users

Incentivise your customers with a reward

GSG Rewards is the perfect tool to acquire new high value customers and improve customer 
loyalty. Offering a reward to your customers helps protect your brand, while creating 
customer loyalty.

Acquire loyal high value customers

Reward partners

12-18%
More income from Rewards Customers 

each year.
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A pool of over 1500 influencers 
worldwide: from fashion & beauty 
to electronics, travel and fitness.

Influencers

Tailored-made campaigns that help 
your brand reach a highly targeted 
audience in a creative and 
authentic way.

We amplify your brand’s 
performance in a seasonal or 
custom campaign based on your 
current goals and recent product 
launches.

Over 500 influencer collaborations 
launched by GSG in 2017.

Spread the word about your best offers  through the power of 
influencer marketing
GSG teams up with the top social media influencers to develop 
creative campaign concepts that fit your brand and your current 
advertising goals
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Your Gold package can include dedicated Social Media ads 
promoting your best offers and specific discounts.

Depending on your needs, we adapt your brand visuals and use them 
for the Ad campaign or create custom designs.

At the end of each campaign, you will receive a full KPI report and 
major insights on target group performance.

Social Media Ads
Boost your best offers

Each of our seasonal campaigns is supported by Social Media 
actions, including social postings on CupoNation & Media 
partner channels and Facebook / Instagram Ads campaigns.
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At GSG, we provide newsletters every day of the week highlighting various 
categories. Many with in partnership with our media partners. Each targets 
a select customer group, which is an opportunity to showcase exclusive 
content from your brand.

Newsletter
Get direct access to our users 

Target a select customer group

A wide range of newsletters

         News              Showbiz          Football      
        
         Health             Femail             Travel

25%
Open Rate Clickout Rate

5%
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PPC Campaigns Protect your brand and reduce unoptimised 
search results and illegal PPC ads 
 
Why you should work with GSG on a Voucher Search Results 
Strategy?

1204
SEM partners in 2018

1833
SEM campaigns in 2018

A dedicated PPC landing page, designed exclusively to promote your deals and offers.

Onsite exposure including 
homepage visibility will be 
offered as part of the 
campaign.

We monitor the market space 
and will take action in case 
prohibited usage of bidding is 
observed.

A detailed analysis will be 
provided after the 
campaign.

We cover all costs of the 
campaign
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In Store
Connect Online to Offline

Enables GSG to work with restaurant and other in-store partners

We are now able to promote In-Store offers to increase our reach offline

Display either numeric or 
QR-codes

Prominent placement on 
the retailer pages

Drive in-store footfall No technical set up 
required

Scan the code in the store
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App
Engage Mobile Shoppers

GSG’s coupon apps allow advertisers to reach engaged mobile 
shoppers. The users can find the best promo codes based on their 
interests.

2k
Daily active users

45%
Shoppers use the app more 
than 5 times in the past 30 

days

Downloads

Available in Apple Store and Google Play

114k

We can push your offers 
and reach targeted 
audience.

We can promote your App on 
your coupon page and 
increase downloads.
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PopUp Store
Create Offline meetings with 
your customers

At GSG we’re not limited to online campaigns. We also do 
offline promotional campaigns. We create strong brand 
experiences in real life.  We have extended our online 
campaigns into several pop-up store formats.

1,371
Visitors to the pop-up store in Paris 

21-23 of September 2018.

+200%
Sales uplift online for Under Armour in 

comparison to previous week

What is a pop-up store?

A pop-up store is a temporary store that only be in that shape for a couple of days. Our 
pop-up stores have been placed in busy parts of big cities to get organic visitors. This is 
a perfect way to create a positive brand experience and let your customers test and feel 
real products before making a buying decision.
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Through deep integrations with our exclusive network of the world’s 
leading publishers, we capture the attention of high-intent 
audiences and efficiently drive additional traffic to our advertisers 
offerings. Visible, user-focussed integrations with a clear message 
entice consumers to explore our portals, leading to increased 
conversions, revenues and performance. In addition, we work with 
our publishing partners to present great offers to their audiences 
also on other marketing or editorial channels they own.

Integration
on our leading publisher 
portals
Value proposition of WL integration
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As a preferential global partner, our advertisers have access to additional benefits:

Our Global Partnerships Program
GSG has a dedicated team to assist the advertisers at a global 
level.

A dedicated Global Account Manager

Get access to the latest case study and company / industry insights

The Global Team will share the latest success cases from the vertical, competitors and 
markets, as well as the GSG insights about the industry.

Who will coordinate the campaigns locally and will work with the advertisers toward long 
term planning for increased focus on a more strategic partnership.

Quarterly business review meeting with be scheduled with the advertiser to review global 
performance and discuss new opportunities.

Additional support for specific business goals
GSG Global Team will not only support the advertiser with the main campaigns across key 
markets, they will also help with some ad-hoc projects that the advertiser is focusing on such 
as the launch of a new product, brand or market.

Workshops with local & cross-functional teams
The Global Team will organise sessions with the relevant people of GSG business to analyse 
performance and brainstorm new solutions and projects to grow the partnership.

E.g. Workshops with the local KAM to go through performance in each market and discuss 
future planning | Workshops with other experts (e.g. Product, Marketing) to think about new 
projects.

Beta partner opportunities on GSG new initiatives
GSG will share the upcoming new products launches and features that the advertiser can test 
first, it includes Dynamic Coupon, Rewards, personalised emails and more to come.
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Contact Us!
Reach high-intent audiences with 
GSG’s Commerce Content Solutions

Global CRO

Johannes Wirth


